
Child marriages 
worldwide 
show a 
declining trend, 
although this 
drop is not 
sharp enough. 
In a set of 25 
countries that 
account for 
the bulk of 
child marriage 
in the world, 
estimates 
suggest that 
more than one 
in three girls 
still marry 
before the
age of 18…

Child Marriage

Bernard Williams
Philosopher

“We may pass 
violets looking 
for roses. 
We may pass 
contentment 
looking for 
victory.”

Countries are 
ranked by share
in youngest age 
group (18-22) So
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Share of women with first marriage before age 18
Age group

18-22 41-49

Niger 
Chad 
Mali 

Bangladesh 
Mozambique 

Guinea 
Burkina Faso 

Malawi 
Nigeria 

India 
Nepal 

Uganda 
Ethiopia 

DR Congo 
Mauritania 

Dominican Rep. 
Rep. of Congo 
Cote d’Ivoire 

Senegal 
Zambia 

Pakistan 
Peru 

Ghana 
Egypt 

Indonesia 

76.8
68.7
59.9
59.4
51.5
51.1
49.8
45.9
42.1
40.0
38.5
36.5
36.4
35.9
35.2
34.6
34.0
32.0
31.4
28.5
18.7
17.3
17.2
16.5
16.2

80.1
69.7
42.8
82.3
42.0
60.1
51.0
55.3
51.0
58.2
59.4
52.8
71.0
47.9
60.1
35.2
39.6
42.7
39.6
51.5
43.2
22.7
34.2
30.3
39.4

MEME’S THE WORD

A
dera was once defined as a
place where people resided.
The meaning later evolved
to become a place where
spiritual men, including

Sufi saints, would gather. Such deras
could simply be a thatched hut, or a
house with a boundary wall and kut-
cha canopy. Others were structures
that combined the architectural ele-
ments of temples and gurdwaras.
Nowadays, one can also find palatial
homes and air-conditioned halls.

In the West, such organisations are
described as cults. A cult is a social gr-
oup that has a defined set of religious,
social and philosophical beliefs, with
a common interest, and often exces-
sive devotion to a particular person,
goal or object. Some are inherently
‘destructive’, with a high risk of be-
coming abusive to members. Such
cults often lead to significant behavi-
oural and personality changes, with
members losing their personal iden-
tity, becoming increasingly estranged
from family and society in general.

The Peoples Temple of the Discipl-
es of Christ, a movement founded by
Jim Jones in Indianapolis in the US
in 1955, encouraged the mass suicide
on November 18, 1978, of 918 people,
including 276 children, in Guyana,
by a common drinking of cyanide-la-
ced, grape-flavoured Kool-Aid.

In India, there has been a prolifer-
ation of New Age gurus and cults in
recent years: movements that seek to
provide spiritual sustenance and me-
aning to various social classes, offer-
ing a simplified interpretation of tra-
ditional texts along with the guru’s per-

sonalised teaching, mixed with yoga,
meditation and social work. Some of
these contribute in a healthy and ef-
fective manner towards combating
social ills. Others turn into a promo-
tion of the leader’s megalomania.

In northwest India, there has been
a proliferation of over 9,000 deras,
especially in Punjab and Haryana,
evolving into a space for people from
backward classes to find acceptance
and a secure place to assert themsel-
ves. Some, however, have also evolv-
ed into militarily fortified camps, se-
eking to engender the power of their
leadership. There has been a range of
idiosyncratic gurus as well. Deoraha
Baba in the 1980s was famous for ki-
cking devotees’ heads while seeking
to live on trees.

It’s ironic that India remains rep-
lete with cults and movements based
on singular personalities, despite a
history of social reformation. The
Bengal Renaissance, initiated by Ra-
ja Ram Mohun Roy in the early 19th
century, sought to transform Bengali
outlook through a range of religious
and social reformers, journalists, sci-
entists and writers.

Following Oc-cult
The Young Bengal movement espou-
sed rationalism and atheism as the
ideal for public conduct for upper
caste, educated Hindus. Despite the
fervent enthusiasm of such reform-
ers, such initiatives failed to strike
deep roots in India’s hinterland. The
common citizenry, especially in for-
merly rich, agrarian areas with high
underemployment like Punjab, pre-
fer an immediate access to spiritual
and material delivery, prioritising
boons over a long-drawn process of
self-actualisation.

Such areas are not atypical. We wit-
ness the formation of new cults in
Palakkad in Kerala and north Karna-
taka. In comparison, peasants in his-
torically distressed areas like Bundel-
khand are still seeking to survive for
another day. The era of rationality,

which we once assumed would come
naturally, remains far away.

People from subaltern social gro-
ups, especially in Punjab with a 34%
Dalit population, who have been dis-
appointed by the failure of social mo-
vements, and increasingly transmo-
grified into political dynasties, have
sought to achieve social mobility
through the agency of the dera. For
them, a dera is a place where no one
discriminates against them, a place
they can increasingly call their own.

Instead of seeking entry to temp-
les, a preferred tactic of Mohandas
Gandhi and B R Ambedkar, dera fol-
lowers from backward castes and
classes are building their own temp-
les. Increasingly, such communities,
facing continuing social exclusion
and segregation, have sought to bu-
ild new identities.

Such cults increasingly represent
specific castes and regions, provid-
ing them the wherewithal to assert
political and temporal power. They
have drawn sustenance from the ten-
dency of followers to turn to an alter-
native worldview after failing to find
sustenance in mainstream religious
and social movements.

The perceived power of such cults
and movements — like those led by
Billy Graham, Jim Baker or Jerry
Falwell in the US — has led to politici-
ans courting them through policies
that favour the religiously minded.

After all, gaining influence over a re-
ligious vote bank is a quick win.

In India, the State has always been
complicit in encouraging the emer-
gence of new movements, seeking to
turn a hankering for social mobility
into voting decisions.

Shortcut: Alt + Nirvana
Increasingly, societies are seeing the
simultaneous emergence of strong-
man politicians, using religious cults
and movements, led by godmen, both
symbolising an innate heroism that
offers a placebo for social ills, instead
of self-actualisation or on-ground im-
plementation. And, this co-option of
local cults by politicians is sympto-
matic of lazy politics, getting votes
on the cheap.

Fundamentally, deras and other
such cults and movements reflect a
society in evolution. Their integrati-
on into society will continue to be a
long-drawn process. What remains
to be seen is whether India will conti-
nue to maintain law and order in the
face of extreme devotion. Mixing po-
litics with such religious groups can
often lead to a volatile cocktail of so-
cial disorder, engendering social mo-
bilisation and religious competition.

To retain our society’s innate cha-
racter, we must pursue a return to ra-
tionality in the public arena.

The writer is a BJP MP

Of Shepherds & Their Flocks
Cults reflect society in evolution. Can India maintain law and order in the face of extreme devotion?

Varun Gandhi

Holding them together in the middle

Mixing politics with religious groups can often lead
to a volatile cocktail of social disorder, engendering
social mobilisation and religious competition

YUVAL ATSMON

To keep your company growing
and adding value, focus on the
core performance drivers. Look
closely at the most spectacular
examples of value creation and
you will usually find they are
concentrated in a single growth
engine.… Studying about 3,000
of the world’s largest compani-
es, we have found that it is im-
perative to grow to survive.

Now, keep in mind that there’s
asurvivor bias here. Companies
that don’t grow are a lot more li-
kely to fail to survive, therefore,
it’s no surprise that almost all
companies that survived from
2001to 2015 grew — 56% of them
at least doubled over 10 years.
But a lot of this revenue growth
didn’t translate to value creati-
on, even more so for hyper-grow-
ers (many had ambitious M&A).

Of about 430 companies whose
revenues rose by at least five tim-
eswithin a decade, 210 had nega-
tive economic profit during 2011-
15 in about half the cases despite
having positive economic profit
(the profit surplus above the co-
mpany’s cost of capital) 10 years
earlier, when they were much
smaller. In all, of about 1,500 co-
mpanies that had a return on in-
vested capital (ROIC) close to th-
eir cost of capital during 2001-05,
only 10% saw significantly high-
er ROIC during 2011-15.

We wanted to look deeper and
understand if results would be
different for individual busine-
ss units (BU).… We found suffi-
cient data to analyse more than
1,200 BUs. Remarkably, the res-
ults were the same: chances of
breakthrough improvement in
economic profit over 10 years
across the BUs was about 10%.
This is not dumb luck.

From “Want to Grow Faster?
Double Down on Your Real
Growth Engine”

Genuine
Growth

Citings

THICH NHAT HANH

This plate of food,
so fragrant and appetising,
also contains much suffering.

This gatha has its roots in a
Vietnamese folk song. When
we look at our plate, filled with
fragrant and appetising food,
we should be aware of the bitter
pain of people who suffer from
hunger. Every day, 40,000 child-
ren die as a result of hunger
and malnutrition. Every day!
The figure shocks us every time
we hear it. Looking at our plate,
we can “see” Mother Earth, the
farm workers and the tragedy
of hunger and malnutrition.

We who live in North Ameri-
ca and Europe are accustomed
to eating grain and other foods
imported from the Third World
such as coffee from Colombia,
chocolate from Ghana or frag-
rant rice from Thailand. We
must be aware that children in
these countries, except those
from rich families, never see
such fine products. They eat
inferior foods, while the finer
products we eat are put aside
for export in order to bring in
foreign exchange.

Before a meal, we can join our
palms in mindfulness and think
about the children who do not
have enough to eat. Slowly and
mindfully, we breathe three
times and recite this gatha.
Doing so will help us maintain
mindfulness. Perhaps one day
we will find ways to live more
simply in order to have more
time and energy to do someth-
ing to change the system of in-
justice that exists in the world.

Contemplate
Your Food

It was no blood, sweat and tears sp-
eech from US President Donald Tru-
mp. Americans do not have the sto-
mach for this kind of thing. Instead,
what we have today are scowls and
bluster from the US, and injured
innocence, denial and bluff from
Pakistan in response.

Pakistanis know how to handle
Americans much better than the
other way round, and Rawalpindi
has manipulated US foreign policy
effectively. It will not create any maj-
or incident, or against US interests,
in Afghanistan for the next few mon-
ths. Instead, it will create some pro-
vocation in Kashmir to try to bring
India into the equation.

The official Pakistani reaction to
Trump’s speech was on expected lin-
es. A brazen denial about the exist-
ence of terrorists on Pakistani soil
along with a comment that instabili-
ty in the region was because of Pak-
istan’s long-running dispute with
India on Jammu and Kashmir. Nev-
er mind the Peshawars, Miramsh-
ahs and Quetta Shuras, the Lashkar-
e-Taibas and Jaish-e-Mohammeds
that roam freely in Pakistan. Inevi-
tably, the Pakistanis also displayed
their Saudi and China cards.

The Generals in Rawalpindi are
happy that US relations with Iran
and Russia are in a dump, thereby
limiting US options. Similarly, Ind-
ia’s relations are not going anywhe-
re substantial with Iran, are in the
doldrums with Russia, and positive-
ly adverse with China. If 170,000
troops could not deter the Taliban
when the Taliban were not so stro-

ng, it is quite obvious that 3,900 addi-
tional troops in Afghanistan will
achieve little when the Taliban con-
trol 40% of the territory and conti-
nue to receive full-spectrum support
from Pakistan.

The Pakistani army will remain
duplicitous in its dealings with the
West, notably the US. Simultaneous-
ly, it cannot afford to annoy its own
mullahs and troopers or its Afghan
jihadi allies. Pakistan has not moved
away from its essential policies all
these 16 years since the US invasion
of Afghanistan. All its security poli-
cies relating to India began in 1947,
something that the West usually
overlooks, as do many Indians who
have made hope, rather than reality,
their policy.

Pakistan will play the familiar card:
pretend to help, promise more, win
accolades from an anxious Trump
wanting to show success of his mach-
ismo efforts. It will create a situation
on the Indian border and win US
sympathy and assistance. There will
be charades against sections of the
Taliban and Haqqani groups.

Pakistan may actually be seen to be
helpful against al-Qaeda and the Is-
lamic State, while targeting the Teh-
rik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP). It will
take limited action to prevent the
killing of Shia, Baloch and Ahmedi
groups, but won’t make any conces-
sions to target anti-Indian terror
groups in Pakistan.

Pakistan-US relations have always
been more like erratic business cy-
cles. They hit the bottom of the trou-
gh once again after the Raymond Da-
vis incident and the Abbottabad raid
in 2011. But they recovered over time,
the US having accepted that Pakista-
ni duplicity is a given. As long as US
interests were safe, Americans
would look away.

Informed commentators from the
US following the Trump speech ag-
reed where the problems lay. But in
the end, they merely shook their
heads to say that these could not be
pursued without Pakistan. There
were suggestions of negotiating
with the Taliban, maybe through
Pakistan. But both negotiating with
the Taliban and using Pakistanis as

intermediaries will be suicidal.
Something is usually gained on the

negotiating table if something else
has been won on the battlefield. This
has not happened on the Afghan bat-
tlefields. In addition, it is not just en-
ough to say that Pakistan must chan-
ge its policy. It is necessary that the
US change policy in Afghanistan,
which now has to be pursued despite
Pakistan, not with Pakistan.

The only way to make Pakistan ch-
ange its policy is to force it into a cor-
ner — for which the US says that it
does not have the capacity. The Pak-
istani establishment has rightly
assessed that the US today doesn’t
have the stomach to take on new
battles, in Afghanistan, and much
less in Pakistan.

The US stayed its hand when the
time was right in 2001-03. Instead, it
got distracted in Iraq. By then, then-
President Pervez Musharraf had
recovered lost ground and stomped
around with George W Bush as a
major ‘Non-Nato Ally’. Removal of
this honorific now will matter little
to the Pakistani army.

So, nothing will begin to change
unless the Taliban are declared
terrorists and Pakistan is under
threat of being declared a terrorist
State. Until then, Pakistan will
continue the fight in Afghanistan
alongside the Taliban, the Haqqa-
nis, with an unlimited supply of
expendable Pakistani foot soldiers.

Trump has sounded tough and det-
ermined. This will sound good to an
Indian only if the targets include
Pakistan-sponsored terrorists aga-
inst India. It is then that India might
be more forthcoming with US polici-
es in Afghanistan.

Policies to bring about peace in Af-
ghanistan have to be sustained. Oth-
erwise, Pakistan will once again tru-
mp the US and it’ll be a case of been
there, done that.

The writer is former chief, R&AW

Been There, Done That… Again?
US AF-PAK POLICY

Vikram Sood
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Remember this house in Abbottabad?
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DeMon Didn’t
Eat Black Money
Apropos ‘DeMon: The Great
Fudge’ by Laveesh Bhandari
(Sep 1), if 99% of the demoneti-
sed currency has returned to
the banks, as the RBI has said,
it means that the fight against
black money through demone-
tisation was perhaps not thou-
ght-through well. Only .̀ 16,000
crore, not the expected .̀ 3 lakh
crore, of black money got extin-
guished. Any fight against bla-
ck money would be incomplete
without tackling the issues of
political funding, benami pro-
perties and offshore investme-
nts. The conclusion: the pain
of demonetisation was real but
the gains remain unquantifia-
ble. The good news: demoneti-
sation woes are behind us.

K S JAYATHEERTHA
Bengaluru

Chat Room

The slowdown in economic growth in the first quarter of
2017-18, while not exactly a source of joy, is no cause for
despair. Growth is likely to recover from the second quar-
ter onwards. That growth would take a hit in Q1was enti-
rely predictable. One, there has been a secular trend in
growth of gross value added, quarter after quarter, since
the fourth quarter high of 8.7% in Q4 of 2015-16. Demone-
tisation depressed the growth rate all the way to 5.6% in
Q4 of 2016-17. It was scarcely surprising that Q1 growth
this year would resemble growth in the preceding quarter,
considering that even as remonetisation was taking off
some of the strain caused by missing cash, uncertainty
over what to do with held over stocks once the goods and
services tax (GST) kicked in on July 1 induced a rush to
get rid of existing stocks without fresh orders to manu-
facturers to replenish them.

Missing cash and GST-wary decumulation of stocks are
transient problems that are unlikely to affect growth dir-
ectly in subsequent quarters. But the factor that has been

driving a secular trending down of gro-
wth since the last quarter of 2015-16 is
with us for the foreseeable future. This
is a massive slowdown in private sec-
tor investment. True, the government
has been stepping up fixed capital for-
mation out of its funds, but the comp-
ulsions of fiscal discipline do not offer

the government much scope to expand. State governme-
nts account for 56% of general government expenditure.
They are committing ever greater amounts of their fis-
cal capacity to waive debt and subsidise consumption,
instead of shoring up fixed capital formation. The grow-
th rate in Q1managed to reach 5.6% thanks to a 95% spurt
in government expenditure, even as growth in fixed capi-
tal formation in constant prices was just 1.6%.

Resolving the banks’ bad debt problem is a prerequisi-
te for a generalised revival in private investment. While
insolvency proceedings get underway, the government
must get going some state-sponsored infrastructure pro-
jects such as the Delhi-Mumbai Industrial Corridor, and
investment vehicles such as the National Investment and
Infrastructure Fund.

Some Growth Hurdles
Likely Transient
Missing private investment remains a concern

The experience in cities across the country over the last fort-
night underscores the need for proactive policy and action for
urban resilience. There has been acceleration in the periodici-
tyand intensity of extreme weather events over the last decade.
It is time for governments and urban planners to include vul-
nerabilities to climate change and the risks it poses in their deci-
sion-making and planning process. This is not to take attention
away from the criminal negligence of routine maintenance
and callousness amounting to culpable homicide implicit in
leaving openings on public streets to the sewer network unco-
vered. Climate change has become an added urban challenge.

Climate vulnerability assessments should be mandatory for
any urban development. This would req-
uire changes in the planning and develop-
ment acts in the states: ad-hocism is just
not affordable any more. Data collection
and sharing it on a common platform for
assorted urban agencies to access and an-
alyse should be the first step. Simultaneo-
usly, the focus must be on building the ca-

pacities of urban planners to interpret and use climate data.
The urban planning process must take into account land use
patterns, allowing for the protection of wetlands. Accountabi-
lity, flexibility and participation by stakeholders are key to
making cities resilient. Therefore, it is essential to empower
urban local bodies and make them responsible for city plan-
ning and development.

Over the next 15 years, India’s urban population is projected
to rise to nearly 600 million. Cities have long been responsible
for creating wealth and engendering progress. Making cities
climate-resilient will not only reduce threats for urban popu-
lations and assets but will have the added benefit of helping
businesses and local economies thrive.

Making Cities Resilient
to Climate Change

No Crime Cycle
Can Last Forever
Some crimes are more lurid and headline-grabbing than
others; stealing bicycles is not one of them. However, even a
casual perusal of news from round the world will prove that
it is probably the most prevalent of transportation vehicle
crimes. Car pilferers, like art or jewel thieves, have a certain
cachet, and even a lifestyle quotient; but purloiners of the
humble cycle — the preferred mode of transport for as many
people, if not more — have no such snob value. Which is why
the arrest in Chennai this week of arguably one of the most
successful bicycle thieves ever, has not got the publicity it de-
serves. Not only was this loader at a local market caught
with an astounding 50 stolen bicycles, it has been revealed
that his nefarious career has probably spanned over 25 ye-
ars. Even allowing for the possibility that he may have been a
slow starter, he has potentially stolen, repainted and fenced
over 10,000 cycles.

His disciplined approach to his chosen crime — only steal-
ing cycles of students parked on the road and always selling
them for .̀ 500 — that allowed him to operate undetected for
so long needs to be admired, though not condoned. Maybe he
got careless with time, so someone noticed him repeatedly
arriving at a place on foot and departing on a bicycle and in-
formed the police. It could be called the cycle of life.

Chennai’s most successful bicycle
pilferer’s arrest proves this rule
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